Time

Time
"Time" can be divided into the time that we perceive in our movement and the time of God. When
considering God’s Time if mostly different than our time and also superseding our time.
At God’s Time, Will and the "Words of God", we think of the visions and prophecies which he did to
his entrusted servants. There are powerful visions for example entrusted to Abraham about a future
period of about 400 years. There is a time span explained of Abrams offspring which God entrusted
to him, the Egyptian oppression, redemption and return of his offspring (Gen 15: 13-16). Who also
has a very special prophecy and several visions received was Daniёl and that of a time which extends
until the end time! What is special is that Daniёl also knew his time well, see Daniёl 9: 2; "And during
his first year as king. I found out from studying the writings of the prophets that the Lord has said to
Jeremiah. “Jerusalem will lie in ruins for seventy years”. From these visions / prophecies / timing, you
can draw a conclusion that these are unconditional. Unconditional so it will happen regardless of
what our personal “watch” is telling us. Such things like it is hopeless, will it be fine (?), etc. But there
are also conditional circumstances such as the condition where Joshua had to meet the criteria of six
days walking around the city of Jericho and on the seventh day seven rounds with the rams' horns
and trumpets cheers (Josh 6: 2-5).

The mighty of God's Word is that these are spiritual and therefore direct applicable. Our words
(promises) have to do with inertia. If you for example promised someone a cake you either make it
our buy. When the Lord makes a promise, He can provide it to you immediately.
We live in a time when a lot is happening. May we therefore be sensitivity as Daniёl (and in the book
of Revelation) to know the times of God.
Wish you God's Merci and Truth (Prov.3: 3)!
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